LANDSCAPE
PORTRAITURE

New Zealand landscapes are unique in the way they are cared for. This care extends beyond routine

maintenance and overbearing instructional signage. And perhaps this says more about the people doing the
caring than the land itself. Nonetheless, there is palpable connection between people and land here. Caring for the
land happens over time. Not unlike tending to a seasonal garden, authentic stewardship occurs through lifetimes
and across generations. As expected, landscapes shift in these time periods. They grow, accrete, evolve, move,
crumble, and erode. They receive varying degrees of care and are the canvas for human development. These
processes are constant but slow, and difficult to represent or capture.

Photos were conceptually split into three spatial categories; fluidity, space created by the presence
of water, monument, space created through ceremony, and timekeeping, space created through
ephemerality and evolution. The following photos and accompanying edits attempt to reveal the ways in

which these landscapes change and what that means for us as users, guardians and carers. Black and white
photography allows us to freeze a place in time, and distill important information. This can be expressed through
value, contrast, gradient, form and other photographic features. Black and white photography also carries a
certain nostalgia that speaks to the powerful sense of place exhibited by New Zealand landscapes. When we center
landscape as the subject of our images and render space as figure, we honor their power and strengthen our
connection to them.

By capturing landscape process we begin to reveal a collective ancient memory. We step back into
ancestral roles of guardianship and love the land like we used to.
City to Sea Bridge, Wellington Waterfront.

These photos were taken in New Zealand between January and March of 2020. All photos were taken on 35 mm black
and white film and were developed using both black and white, and color chemistry. This exploration was conducted
as an independent study that accompanied a study abroad design studio in Christchurch, NZ.

Photographs and edited images by Jake Minden.

As an ongoing exploration, there are three key questions that guide the photography and further
thought:
How can photography capture change over time?
How can images reveal memory and past place attachment?
Is change over time and memory legible in some landscapes more than others?

SPACE AS FLUID

Black Billed Gull Colony, Downtown Christchurch.

Waimakariri River, Christchurch.

New Zealand is an oceanic, mountainous island defined by dynamic braided rivers and extensive coastal edges. Water is
central in defining most landscapes but plays a particularly important role here. These spatially generative waters defy
urban-rural boundaries and transport us through time. Whether a seasonal riverbed, urban habitat, tidal bay, or Olmstedian
edge, hydrological spaces transform and are transformative. These spaces are varied but in each, we are relegated to the
edge, onlooking and curious. The emotional distance created by our relationship to water ebbs and flows, not unlike the tides,
reminding us of a deep rhythm and creating spaces that fill with familiarity.

Okains Bay, Banks Peninsula.

Ōtākaro/Avon River, Christchurch.
Ōtākaro/Avon River, Christchurch.

SPACE AS MONUMENT

Kaikoura, South Island.

National War Memorial, Wellington.

We mark the landscapes we care about. Sometimes this is done as a show of dominance, other times we
leave tender evidence of our passage. Sometimes we mark landscapes as an act of reciprocity, because they
left an impact on us. When we symbolically or physically monumentalize a space, we are demonstrating our
sense of place, our connection to the land. More often than not, these monuments are not very monumental.
Each photo represents a different manifestation of place attachment, marked on the landscape. Monumental
spaces are created through formal memorial, remnants of industry, preserved scars, honored rituals, care for
life, and intersectional functionality.

Lower Hutt, North Island.

Black Billed Gull Colony, Downtown Christchurch.

Waimak River Riding Centre, Christchurch.

Cathedral of St. Patrick & St. Joseph, Auckland.

SPACE AS TIMEKEEPER

Landscapes are constantly changing. This perpetual shift occurs at many different
temporal scales. Geologic time influences the bed rock and general composition of the
volcanic New Zealand islands. Seasonal and diurnal cycles influence flora and fauna
and create innumerable spatial combinations. All of the evolution that happens in time
gets recorded in space. Earth is moved and hardened, plants live and die, clouds blow
and burst. Coastlines become developed and infrastructure crumbles. The spaces
created out of this regular and dramatic change are ephemeral. Accessible to us as
users for an instant and barely capturable on film.
Okains Bay, Banks Peninsula

Lower Hutt, North Island.

Oamaru, South Island.

The Red Zone, Christchurch.

